JUNE
Writing from online ‘Zoom’ workshops (send anything to share)
People write at home and exchange work via email, post and regular online ‘Zoom’
meetings, Tuesdays at 10.30. (Apologies, some items reformatted to save space):
Untrue (Sheena) No-one really knows what is true and
Connect with nature (Andy) Did they, before
what isn’t. Even with research and so-called proof we can’t
be sure. And things change. What was true last week is not
necessarily true now. Things shift. They are shifty. We want
things we like to be true; it makes us feel more secure, and if
someone comes along and refutes something that we
thought was true, we can get annoyed, defensive, anxious.
We don’t want our world to change. Well, not the good bits
anyway, the bits we think are true. When something we
thought was true is challenged, we feel worried and insecure
and frightened. So, we bury our heads in the sand and don’t
listen to the doom mongers and the naysayers and shut our
eyes and turn our backs and walk away, whistling a tune to
cover up the seeds of doubt sprouting in our ears.

they volunteered or were conscripted?
Debs might hunt, blast pheasant from the skies.
Different, then, to lead a plodding plough team or
Ring the broiler’s neck for tomorrow’s meal.
City girls might help tend the family allotment.
Different, then, to milk a wayward, kicking cow or
Lay a hedge or build a dry-stone wall.
Country girls might milk the cow and feed the pig.
Different, then, to wield a felling axe or
Calculate the cubic capacity of woodland far away.
Connect with nature: did they, as they ploughed,
or milked, or hedged, or felled?
Forgetting (Pauline) Forgetting is easy. I forget every Farming today can seem at odds with nature,
Then it followed a more traditional pattern,
-thing, nearly: where I’ve put my keys, my phone, my
With nature more in evidence in the countryside.
lottery ticket... The latter doesn’t matter because I never
Horse ploughing, muck-spreading, hand weeding,
win. Sometimes I forget important things like Doctor’s
Hedging, ditching, mending dykes, growing veg
and Dental appointments. I go upstairs and when I get
Picking elderberries, crabs and blackberries.
there I’ve forgotten what I went up there for. I come
Not a Shangri-La – far from it: hard physical work,
down again only to remember. I wish I could forget that
Boring chores, cold hands, hunger, even fleas
I’m too old to forget myself and once in a while behave
But every day: a bird, butterfly, flower or insect.
less sensibly; create some excitement, play, flirt, make a
fool of myself; just like I did when I was seventeen. God
Connect with nature?
forbid those memories, me tearing down Heanor hill on I’m sure they did, during their time as Land Girls.
the back of Woolly’s motorbike, my skirt around my arse,
not caring what the world saw or said or did. It’s no fun being seventy-two. I wish I was a social deviant.

Yuj (pronounced yug) (Mary)
How does he know? The book talks of fifteen thousand years - meaning to join, unite, subjugate. In
India now it is yoga. See how it defines itself in its own descendants. Yuj is a yoke and joins two oxen or
a milkmaid’s pails, and is spoken into the ears of a Greek, with an unfamiliar tongue who makes zygen.
I grew from a zygote, a conjugation. Rome adds a nasal fix, jungere, union, join, junction.
Geoc here, as the yeoman and the yokel become locked to the land. This etymologist* with some
poetic hope speculates, ‘perhaps jonquil?’ I love him for it. The sounds ease and shift as ideas need
nuances.
Yoghurt, in my mouth is thick and unctuous. And I’m feeling that map through synapses in my brain,
where there is my own faint flavour trail to yuj? And I taste it. (*Eric Partridge, author of ‘Origins’ 1938)

This month’s selection of photos
and artwork, the artwork in
response to Becca’s ‘Coronaquilt’ pack
on ‘rituals of the everyday’.
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You, our participants

23 years of arts for mental wellbeing

currently contribute to our rent in Fountain Street and
help keep our ‘virtual’ services going
with donations, large and small, in cash and in kind.
Vitally, you are also supporting one another.
Martins (Mark)
The house martins came back this week
Their darting flight a flash across the margin
Of my sight; for one instant it seemed
A dream. A remembrance of how things
Once had been; not as they now may be.
But no, here they flew and yes, it was true:
The martins were back. Their blue-black
Sheen dressed my private hemisphere
With a film of delight. Bright, white rumps
Blazed a fierce reminder of return.
The air once more was theirs to earn.

.

Falling upwards (Bill) The inevitable descent with the
passing of the years, our body and mind slowly and
imperceptibly yielding to the fading of our power and control.
Is this really and truly the only game in town? Do these
thoughts, feelings, emotions entirely sum up who we actually
are? We know that, if we have lived long enough, there is a lot
of pain, anguish and suffering in this life. Is it possible that our
trials and tribulations could be a catalyst which says to each
one of us that we are not - for all our striving and effort - in
command; and in our letting go we find ourselves?

The origins of the universe (Jane)
It started with a bang; or did it? Who's to say?
I wasn't there; Were you? Was anyone?
What evidence do we have? The power of observation is
on our side. Is that enough to make a conclusion?
Like pieces in a jigsaw puzzle, do they fit together neatly?
Or is there that one piece that isn't just right?
So did it start with a bang? Or is that just conjecture?

Contact details:
c/o Leek Health Centre, Fountain St
Leek, ST13 6JB (Andy currently collects mail weekly)
Phone: 01538 528708
New mobile: 07760 138395 (now on a better connection)
Email: info@borderlandvoices.org.uk
Website: www.borderlandvoices.org.uk
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1398672493722468
Borderland Voices contact: Andy Collins: working from home
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Zoom writing every Tues 10.30. All welcome, contact Andy.
All Becca’s packs are on the website. This month’s Zoom art
drop-in is on Tuesday 15th June 1.30-3.30; contact Andy for
the Zoom link. The ‘Artist of the Month’ is Pierre Bonnard.
Becca calls this pack ‘Steal their style’: use the examples of pop
or narrative art or surrealism given to inspire your artwork.
New Leek mayor Lyn Swindlehurst has offered to donate to us this
year ½ the funds raised by her mayoral charities. Thank you, Lyn.
Chair Pauline Elkes has organised use of display cases in Leek
Library, 14th June - 31st July. We hope Richard Godley’s Land
Army artefacts, photos etc. will encourage interest in the project.
If the ‘Covid Roadmap’ holds, we’ll have a stall at the Foxlowe’s
HûG Festival, Sat 26th June, 10:00-16:00. Our Land Army handson art activity fits this Eco and Wellbeing day. It’s also raising
funds to HûG the building in insulation and make it carbon neutral.

